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**The Stars, the Snow, the Fire – John Haines. Trained in sculpting and painting, studied in DC and NY, 
spent one year in CA, before moving to AK at age 24. 
**The Owl, in the Mask of the Dreamer.  1980-1988 
Winter News 
Living off the Country (first book of essays) 
Gilgamesh – Penguin classic or Stephen Mitchell’s translation 
 
He never intended to stay in Alaska, spent 25 years there but something about the land and place keeps 
him, calls him.  He was raised in a military family; felt originally called to be a Catholic priest (and spent 
his time in solitude for much of his adult life in self-imposed exile.).  Most of his poetry is about 
awakening and reconciliation. 
 
Focus alienation of humanity from more than human (nature); grounded in the epic story of The 
Gilgamesh.  A story of twin souls… 

Gilgamesh -- Main character of epic, the anti- hero is a “warrior” – 2/3 divine and one third human; the 
story of integration of the human and the divine.  Both tyrant and beneficent king, the battle of the 
warrior going on internally. When he sees a great completion of his self when he meets Enkadu. 

Enkadu -- 2/3 animal; 1/3 divine, but whether he is aware of this is unclear.  He lives in the forest and is 
an herbivore, keeps away the marauding humans which he sees as predators and himself as the 
shepherd and protector of nature.  Reflective of primordial human nature.  After relationship with 
Shamat, he attempts to return to the forest, but the animals reject him.  He thus enters into civilization 
(as paradise)? 

Shamat - feminine presence, temple priestess, engages in sexual relationship w/Enkadu, sex is seen as a 
civilizing event, not a danger to the social order.   

Humbaba – the guardian of the cedar forest; to protect the forest from humans.  A fierce great threat to 
Gilgamesh, Gilgamesh has a desire for fame, and wants to kill Humbaba.  He convinces Enkadu to 
accompany him, at the end, Gilgamesh convinces Enkadu to do the deed for him.  Enkadu has crossed 
over the boundary to be “civilized”. 

Nature has the last word…  Humanity struggles with purpose and “why am I here?”, but nature always 
knows with certainty that “It” is… “Re-enchantment of the world” 

Themes of Gilgamesh Epic (discovered in Nineveh); 25,000 tablets in cuneiform writing.  Archetypal 
story of offense against nature. 

 Transgression against the forest gods e.g., the natural order 

 Punishment 

 Eventual reconciliation 

FOUR Realities 

 Time  
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 Space  

 Dreamtime 

 Life Emanating Force of chance manifested in visions in the human world (puha in the Shoshoni 
tradition), guardian spirits of the visionaries.  It takes an ambivalent position between  humankind 
and the animal world 

o Four stages: 
 Visions and voices (shaman/mystic/seer) – a specific message, explicit message 
 Non perceptual awareness of Divine energies – the cumulative effect of the voices 

and visions results in an ever-present Spirit; an immediate and on-going awareness 
of the Divine. 

 Merging with the Divine energies – “union” with the Natural Order, the inner 
world/voice begins to speak. 

 Cessation - when the individual ceases to allow the self to be excluded from all of 
reality, there is a tendency to idolize one of the prior stages, one BECOMES the 
vision, the energy.  There is no separation. 

Duino Ellegies by Rilke as translated by Snow or Mitchell……. 

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 

Resources: 

Website:  www.theoow.com 

Episcopal Order of St Helena, August GA   http:/www.osh.org 
www.adyashanti.org   
Anglican rosary, Dodge State Mission -- prison ministry, prayer beads – Maren?? 
“We are children, children of the Universe.” 

www.thefarm.cobblestoneproject.org      community gardens 

Books: 
Baptist Wisdom for Contemplative Prayer edited and adapted by Blake Burlson and Michael Sciretti, JR 
The Emotional Life of Your Brain, 
Train Your Mind, Change Your Brain – Begley 
 Neuroplasticity  suggest we can modify behavior and perceptions through behavioral 
therapy/mindfulness/praxis and through changing the ways we think e.g., cognitive therapy, meditation.    
Meditations on the Tarot – mastery of integral knowledge.   
Wisdom of the Twin – second edition, newly revised 
A Beginner’s Guide Constructing the Universe - Michael Schneider 
The Perennial Philosophy by Aldous Huxley 
Physicians of the Heart – A Sufi View of the Ninety Nine Names of God – Wali Ali Meyer; Bilal Hyde, etc. 
 
Resources (audio) 

 In Praise of Light… Corpus cut  

 Eagles – Learn to be Still 

 Seek the Treasure, Seek the Light, Seek the Pearl…  -- Corpus Cut 

 You are the Ocean, And the Ocean is You  
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Lynn’s Lectures 
 
Seekers of Perennial Wisdom - Six major traditions with a shared awareness of purpose: 

 Seekers 

 Practitioner 

 Keeper of wisdom knowing – shamanic as one who walks between two worlds, both the vertical and 
the horizontal 

 Awakeners – catalysts of change 
 
Oriental Principals – balances Oriental and Western viewpoints  
1.  Principal of oneness – kenosis – an belief in non-dualistic oneness 
2. Unity of all things, position of non-duality 
3.  A cosmology of many dimensions, the prophetic voice and tradition are on-going, not limited to the 

past but also informs the present. 
4. Pre-existence of the soul outside of the time-space continuum 
5. History is critical – moving to an eschatological omega point 
6. Individuals and communities have a unique role in the reconciliation of ALL things 

Sophia Perenius step into the broth of human experience, the who we have been is not big enough, we 
cannot evolve as a planet or as a species unless we expand the picture into a new frame of reference 
that is much larger and integrated.  This requires a change of humanity, create the possibility of a subtle 
realm, human beings beginning to attend to a higher vibrational level.  Sustained practice of 
contemplative prayer in its many forms, we open ourselves to a kardial awareness so we can move into 
a deeper awareness resulting in a changing of human awareness and attunement to others, it can be 
sensed/felt.  Entrainment may result, where we begin to operate on a communal level.  This leads to 
entanglement as explained scientific in non-locality, where we can move into the collective 
consciousness and become part of the flow. 

Tribal Affiliation which is forming world-wide, network of spiritual contemplatives.  Consider Sufi (tribe) 
able to keep a foot in both the Sunni and Shia worlds. 

 OOW 

 House of Prayer  

 Contemplative Community of the Northwest 

 

 

 


